**Being Friendly**

Alexander has a friend who is sad because his dog is sick. What is a friendly way that Alexander can be helpful to his friend?

Ava would like to play with the doll another girl is playing with. How can Ava be friendly when asking to play with the doll?

There is a new girl in Grayson’s classroom. How can Grayson be friendly to the new girl in his room?

Esme would like a cookie. How can Esme be friendly when she asks for a cookie?

Kai saw another boy carrying a group of blocks. One block fell to the floor. How can Kai be friendly to the other boy?

Isabella needs to leave her friend’s house because it is time to go home. How can Isabella be friendly when leaving?
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Clifton saw a little boy on the playground fall and hurt his knee. How can Clifton be friendly to the little boy?

Tenshi’s grandmother made chocolate chip cookies for her. Tenshi’s neighbor loves chocolate chip cookies. How can Tenshi be friendly to her neighbor?

Kimberly was at the grocery store with her mother. Her mother had an armful of groceries and was having difficulty opening the car door. How can Kimberly be friendly to her mother?

Brandon would like to use the marker Juan is using. How can Brandon be friendly in asking Juan if he can use the marker?

Alexis loves to go swimming with her sister and brother. Alexis’ mother said they could go swimming after they cleaned their bedrooms. Alexis finished cleaning her room. What is a friendly way Alexis can be helpful to her sister and brother in cleaning their rooms?

Cole is kicking a soccer ball at the park. He sees a boy standing near the soccer field watching him play. How can Cole be friendly to the boy?